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Over a score of vocations will be discussed April 11' through 14
by thirty-fou- r
consultants invited for the Career Week program.
Information concerning such varied fields as science, publishing,
law, .business, radio, engineering, social work, ministry, education,
and the arts will be clarified by the experts from the respective areas.
Speakers will take part in informal discussions, panels, chapel talks,
and evening talk.
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1942. Dr. Stromberg spent four years
Another visitor from Cleveland
as .Lieutenant Commander in the will be Professor George Stevens
United States Naval Reserve Aviation of Western Reserve.
Psychology Branch of the Bureau of
Seven colleges and universities
Medicine and Surgery.
figure in the background of Mr.
1

In 1946, he again shifted allegiance Stevens. Already equipped

.,,

,

Student hosts and hostesses have
ben appointed for each expert and
will entertain them at diner and conduct them around campus.
'
'.
Nine different cities and four states
are represented in the group. Cleveland offers the greatest number by
far, with the others sending only one
or two apiece.
Pertinent facts about the guests
are presented on this and the follow-in- g
page.
With over a decade's experience
since he received his Ph.D. at the
University of Minnesota in 1937, Dr.
Eleroy L. Stromberg will be one of
the speakers in the main chapel
periods. Dr. Stromberg is at present
head of the psychology department of
Cleveland College and consultant at
the Personnel Research Institute of
Western Reserve University.
Dr. Eleroy Stromberg
Staying consistently on the left side
of the Mississippi, he received his
A. B. degree at Nebraska Wesleyan assistant professor of psychology and
-University In 1932 and his M.Arat assistant dean - of men at Oklahoma
the University of Oregon in ' 1934. A. and M.
.,;

;f-

:

to another institution, this time a firm
in Chicago. However, Western Reserve now claims the major portion of
his time and labors.

In spite of his busy schedule and
membership in numerous societies,
Dr. Stromberg has found time to
publish several papers an dstudies
dealing with experimental
""
and personnel.

psychology

Marketing
Dr. R. S. Alexander will come to
Us for Career Week from his position
as an Associate Professor of Marketing at Columbia University, and as
his title implies, he will discuss opportunities in the field of marketing.

Dr. Alexander graduated from
Wooster in 1916, and he received his
Ph. D. at the University of Chicago
in 1925.
.

From 1933 to 1944 he was the Act
ing Director of the Wholesale and
Retail Trade Division of the War
Production Board. Dr. Alexander is
the
of a number of books
on marketing, and has had many
Next came Minnesota and then back
Uncle Sam broke into the nice articles published in professional
to the "wild and woolly" West as comfortable pattern of success in journals.
co-auth-

or

an A

member of the Board of Trustees
Findlay College.

men at the same time that Mrs. Marguerite Wycoff Zapoleon of the U. S.
Department of Labor addresses the
women. '
Mr. Wellington was formerly

from Dartmouth College in
1931, Mr. Stevens proceeded to Cor
nell University Law School for his
LL. B. in 1933. Then came two years
as a practicing lawyer in New York
City. The University of Louisville
claimed him as a teacher from 1936
to 1941. Part of this time he was a
graduate fellow at the University of
Michigan Law School, but received
his M. A. from Louisville in 1941.
Now the scene shifts back to Ohio
in the University of Cincinnati, where
Mr. Stevens taught for two years.
After serving as senior attorney in
the O. P. A. in Washington, he taught
at Ohio State University and from
there into the Navy for three years.

hd

an

chology at Ohio State University, and
Dean of Men at Muskingum College.
He is the
of a publication
entitled "Vocation Counselling
co-auth-

or

Religious Administration
A position gaining in popularity
recently is religious education, which
will be handled by Miss Julia Totten,
director of Christian Education in
the Convenant Presbyterian Church
of Cleveland. '

Trained in the East, Miss Totten
received her B. A. from New Jersey
College for Women and her M. R. E.
from Biblical Seminary in New York
City. In both Cincinnati and Cleve
At the present, Mr. Stevens is as
land, she has previously . served as
sistant to the dean at Western Reserve
director of religious education in
School of Law as well as an associate
Presbyterian churches. Miss Totten
professor.
gained much recognition through her
work as Field Consultant for the
Vocational Guidance
Presbytery of Cincinnati.
t
The chapel speaker on Tuesday,
April 13, during Career Week, will
be Mr. A. M. Wellington, the As Moderator
sistant Chief of Advisement and
The personnel director of the
Guidance Division of the Veterans' Ohio Oil "Company of Findlay,
Administration in Columbus, Ohio. Ohio, Mr. Paul V. Barrett, will be
He will speak to an assembly of the moderator of one of the Career
"

7

of

Mask
Opening Career Week wi3 be Vis.
Henry Gibson,
of the piano
department of Heidelberg CoHeje,
He will present
concert in tha
chapel Sunday evening, followed by
an informal discussion on concert

with Assistant Professor of Personnel Psy

B,

r

T'r

3

work.

Mr. Gibson received hie Bachelor
of Music from Bethany College. He
was then awarded a scholarship for
study with E. Robert Schmitz in Denver, Colorado. He did graduate) Study
at the Cleveland Institute of Music.
Among his instructors were) Beryl
Rubinstein and Arthur Loesser. Ho
did later study with Egon Petri at
Cornell University. He was later assistant teacher to Petri in Summer
Master Classes." Mr. Gibson served in
the army from 1943 to 1949; During
Paul V. Barrett
his years in service) he gave concerts
for American troops in England and
Week afternoon discussions.
Mr. Barrett, .who has a rather Scotland.
fascinating twisted smile, graduated
from Grinnell College and did grad- Speech
Thoroughly acquainted with the
uate work at Iowa State University
field
of speech therapy is Ruth Becky
and the University of Chicago. His
PhX). She is supervisor of the
Irwin,
experience includes, in addition to
Speech
and Hearing Therapy Diviteaching and coaching jobs, work as
Special
Education for the state
sion
of
YMCA secretary for Cincinnati and
of
Ohio.
as advertising manager for Ohio Oil.
Mrs. Irwin received her bachelor
Mr. Barrett also served as president
of
science at Kansas State Teachers
of the Findlay Board of Education,
(Continued on Page 2)
district governor of Rotary, and a
,
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For a peek outside our Ivory
Tower, don't miss the Model
United Nations Assembly tomorrow in Scott.

See you at the

Inter-Sectio-

n

sing tonight. That's at 8:00
in Scott Auditorium
35c
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Intersection Serenade Contest

Model U,N. Assembly Convenes Tomomrow

Tonight As Nine Sections Sing
In Fight for New MSGA Trophy

mm

MEEKER, LOVE PLAN EVENT
The annual Intersection Serenade contest, sponsored by the Men's
Self'Government Association will be held at Scott Auditorium
to-nig-

ht

at 8 p.m.

With

:

Cipfefe'

ill

nine sections participating, each will attempt to take the
new trophy being awarded to the winner of the event. Members par'
ticipating will sing three songs to display their musical talents.
all

Judges for the annual contest have
been announced, and will include
Judge Walter J. Mougey of the
Court of Common Pleas; Mayor
Hillen
Francis
and Dr. Robert
Wright of Wooster; and Miss Eve
Roine Richmond and Daniel D.
Parmalee of the faculty.

To Relate Experiences

Aboard 'Exodus 1947'

John Stanley Grauel, writer, lec
turer and world traveler will speak to
students in the chapel program, Fri
day, April 16. He will tell of his ex
periences aboard the Jewish immi
Originated before the war, the an- grant ship "Exodus 1947" and dis
nual Intersection t Serenade contest cuss the
current Palestine situation.
was revived last year when the plaque
A student of international and do
was awarded to Fourth Section. The
previous holder of the trophy had lenCaffairs, he volunteerd as a sea
been Eighth Section.
Open to both students and the general public, admission for tonight's
.35.

Glee Club and

Chorus

appreciative audiEnthusiastic,
greeted
the Girls' Chorus and
ences
Glee'
Club on their recent
the Men's
concert tours during spring vacation

M

Traveling by chartered bus, the 68
girls under Miss Eve Richmond visl
ted Mansfield, Lima, Indianapoliis,
Chicago, and Oak Park. They were
featured artists in Indianapolis luxuri
ous War Memorial building and in
both First and Fourth Presbyterian
Churches in Chicago.
.

Mr.' Paul Modlish directed the
Men's Glee Club composed of 32
members during their first extended
tour since the war. They presented
concerts in Presbyterian churches in
Youngstown; Butler, - Va.;" Niagara
Falls, N. Y.; Lockport, N.'Y.; Erie,
Pa.; and Lakewood, Ohuv In New
Kensington, Pa., they were guest ar
tists at the high school.

The Chorus and Glee Club mem
bers were entertained in some cities
in private homes. In others they made
hotels their headquarters and man- seed
to cram in an amazing amount
D
between rehearsals
of sight-seein- g
and concerts.
but
,A bit weary and travel-worstill excited and thrilled by their

-
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Students Represent Nations
At Mock Session In Taylor Hall
With 28 nations represented, the model United Nations Assembly
will convene tomorrow, April 10, in Scott Auditorium beginning at
8:45 a. m. The issue of Korean independence will be brought before the
Assembly and a Korean delegation will speak. Following this, the morn'
ing session will be devoted to speeches and proposals by the five major '
powers and delegates of Venezuela, Yugoslavia, Egypt, Lebanon, the
.

Senatorials

Netherlands, India, the Philippines,
Australia and Greece.
Committees will then be appointed
by the Assembly to draw up a ma

jority and minority proposal, lhe
afternoon session will include presentation and debate of these proposals and an attempt to arrive at a
workable conclusion to the Korean
'
'
c
question. Each delegation is to consist
mm- .
the
last meeting of the Senate, of two representatives. The larger na
At
tions will havexa maximum of 10 minthe very pertinent question of cheat
AV'W
' t
utes speaking time; the remainder
ing on exams was brought up. Ac will have 5 minutes each.
cording to Ned Shreffler, the plan
The model UN is designed to dem
of getting information from the stu
onstrate to the College student body
dents wasn't working out too well
if
IlllfP"''
the complexity and work of the
at least among the fellows. Rae
United Nations Assembly. To add to
who is handling the campaign the international atmosphere, speeches
from the girl's angle reported that ill be presented in the language of
the country represented, and transCourtesy of GlattcMarehall
she had received unanimous cooperlated into English to simulate actual
model
UN Assembly make a final check on plans for the
THE STEERING COMMITTEE of the
ation. After considerable discussion it Assembly procedure. Many ttmfartt
Assembly to be held in Scott Auditorium tomorrow, Saturday morning at 8:45 A. M.
was decided to find out if it would be representing
foreign nations have
Seated, left to right: Rachel Lloyd, Betty Sperling, Jane Mcintosh, Ed Cheatham, Jackie Theis.
lived
these
in
countries
possible
and speak the
have
all
the
to
exams,
past
Standing in the same order: Homer Thrall, Frank Condit, Dick Poethig, Ted Fenton.
language
fluently.
ones, that is, on file in the library
for reference. In this way the secSponsored principally by the Inter.'
tion and club files could be cleaned national Relations Club, the operation
of the model Assembly is also being;
out, and everyone given an equal
assisted by the Wooster chapter of th
chance to see old examinations. It
by Corky Marker
Student League . for Industrial Da
moved
problem
was
this
refer
to
to
mocracy. THE Corporation, Phi
"He acts like a musician, but .doesn't look like one." Whether
Queen Announces Court
the MSGA and WSGA.
Alph Theta (history honorary), Delta
dig at avowed eccentricity or merely a reference to his
d
Color Day preparations are pro'
Phi Alpha (German honorary). Pi
short haircut, this description of Professor Gore, head of the Coiv
it tnere are going to be movies Sigma Alpha (political science honor,
ceeding rapidly with the announce'
presented on campus next year, the
ary) and Pembroke literary society.
ment of May Queen attendents, servatory at Wooster, is appropriate. Quiet, except when he wishes
student Senate will have to purchase
tryouts for the pageant, the post' to be explosive, Mr. Gore sports no fiery and flighty hair, but a rather
Steering committee for the model
projector. A good one would cost
ing of the list for the Maypole mild appearance, and when an acquaintance has been made, one finds a
includes Richard M. Douglas of
UN
This
450.
project was tabled until
Dance, traditionally performed by that a sense of humor and good fun
the
department
the new Senate is installed . . . In th
of history, Amelia
the Senior women, and Committee. is responsible for his '
idioLeiss, Edwin Fenton, Homer Thrall,
line
suggested
of
was
expenses,
it
that
Court
Addis
Queen Mignonne
syncrasies, rather than a temperamen
more equipment be purchased for Ruth Langerman, and Edgar
will consist of Maid of Honor, Betty tal
nature.
the Senate vie- A motion was made Cheatham.
the Senior women, and Committee.
and passed that Walt Grosjean buy
will
Queen Mignonne Addis' Court
Herr Gore (ah yes, he's taught
Faculty members
the stu
(Continued, on Page 2)
Kilconsist of Maid of Honor,. Betty
German, too!) began his musical ca
dents in their preparations and study
gbre, Paulip Swari, Mary Ellen Fra- - reer with piano lessons at the age of
for the assembly include Mist Mary
Isabella seven. Musicianship in hit constitu
Bodholdt,
Donna"
zier,
Z-- Jvhnson, Miss Aileen Dunham,
Hop Chorus
Thompson, Mary Steinhelper, Doro tion was first discovered when he was
Dr. Robert
Bonthius Miss PrhUIs
thy Swan, Christine Dever, Laura caught playing his sister's lessons by
Bannan, Mr. Robert Walcott, and Mr.
Dengler, Deane Ferm, David Black- - ear. He spent his youthful days in
Oa
J. Garber DrushaL
shear, "At Spritzer, John Allen, Ran Takoma Park, Maryland, and when
In a half hour broadcast over
Starting at 8:43 a. m. Saturday, the
dall Chadwick, Gene DeBellis, John fourteen years old won a
e
afternoon,
WWST
tomorrow
the
morning session will clos at 11:13,
Swink and Bill Mott. The heralds are piano contest in Washington, D. C
chorus and the soloists of the Gum and the afternoon session is scheduled
Maudie Snyder and Kay Burt.
The selection with which he came out
Shoe Hop cast will present all the from 1:43 to 3:13. The following stuPreliminary tryouts were held on top have you guessed it? was
Prof. R. T. Gore
music and songs that appeared in dents will servo as delegates to the
Thursday afternoon for parts in the Beethoven Sonata Opus 10, number
the Hop.
Model Assembly: United States, Walpageant written by Ann Taylor and 2. This piece is to be included in Mr. lie appearance at the piano, Herr
under the direction of Thelma Cole Gore's next
recital, Vjores mother persuaded him to
A rehearsal will be held Saturday ter Grosjean and Rae Palombo;
Ted Fenton and N4
which has been scheduled for next switch to the organ. He earned money morning at 10:30 in the Chapel. The U.S.S.1
man.
Senior women are knocking each fall.
tor lessons on this new instrument broadcast will begin at five P. M., and Shreffler; France Jacquia Theis ar.l
other down signing up for the May
by accompanying silent films in
will originate from the Chapel. Those Eva Hochner; China, Kathy
Changed to Organ
and Cynthia Gould; U
Pole Dance which will be directed by
?
T movie theater. We wonder how Val- - participating are asked to be present
J
Isabelle Hartman.
A year after his triumphant pub
( Continued on page 4)
4:30.
at
(Continued on Pa
3)
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Discuss Cheating,
Washing Machines
Student Salaries

-

'
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Pal-omb- o,

Preparations For Gore Loves Bach, Plays Beethoven;
Way Day Proceed Once Taught German, and Cooks Too

Tour During Vacation

.
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John Stanley Grauel

Master of ceremonies for the event
will be Dave Funk, a junior at the
college, who will preside over the
proceedings. Planning committee for
Robert Meeker and Bruce Love.

Serenade Contest is

:

newly-acquire-

so-call- ed

John S. Grauel
man aboard the "Exodus 1947" carry
ing Jewish immigrants into the Holy
Land which was boarded by a British
Naval party. 'His background also
includes experience as a student
preacher, and radio commentator
His visit to the campus is sponsored
by the Wooster International Rela
tions Club.

He will meet students of the college
in an informal discussion April 16
at 4:30 P. M. in Babcock Hall. All
those interested are invited to meet
and talk with Mr. Grauel at this
time.

n,

,The IRC will present a program on
successful tours, both groups re- the Palestine situation at their next
turned with suitcases in hand to the meeting April 14 in Lower Babcock
'
in preparation forMr. Grauel's visit,
hill Jast Tuesday.

-

--
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Broadcasts
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Ilelcdies

R

Saturday

city-wid-

all-Beethov-

en

Lautea-tchlag-

er
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"In short I am convinced, both by faith and experience, that to
maintain one's self on this earth is not a hardship but a pastime, if we

kwij.

win live simpiy ana

Friday, April 9, 1948
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Editor
Business Manager
Associate Editor

ALLEN E. VALENTINE
JEAN SCOTT
JOYCE JARMAN
KENNETH WRIGHT
LARRY PIPER

.

-
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Letters to the Editor

i.

A..

-

r

Graduate Complaint
Address not know to you.

Managing Editor
Sports Editor

My Dear Pat Henderson:

SENIOR ASSOCIATES: Robert Taylor. Mary Jean Mackey. Helen Agricota. Jan Palmer, Roae
Sxael, Barbara Not. Rita McCdl. Kathy Wonder, rat nenoenon, Rae raiomow.
Pat Winter, arxttor. Herb Peara. advertiaini manager, Pru KJer,
BUSINESS ASSOCIATES:
nfcr. joan oumnni,
mm rrruu Banaferi Mary EUea Baker. arcuUttoa
;
x'j
. Jini Jeandrcvin. Let Jphnaon.
Mary
STAFF ASSOCIATES: Jack Lang. Johnny Allen. Dick Nelaon. Mary Jean Bennett,
Dntt,
Coy
Ann Early. Sylvia Wjlliama. Dorothy Rodgera. Chuck Williamt, Jack
Marker. Mary Storm, Betty Jonea. Ralph Underwood. Bob Hardy. Marjorie Hulett,
Harriet Hall. Bill Embley.

I had the great pleasure of visiting
Wooster for. a few weeks. While there
I went to see the college Hop. I en-

f

Vmdk,

STAFF ARTISTS:

joyed it to the utmost. Since it was
voted the be$t Hop in fifteen years

I decided it must be a success.
I received the Wooster Voice and
found that you stuped pretty low
in the eyes of all who read your article especially what you said about
Bornitz and Benson. Maybe it was
the green eyed monster, jealousy at
work. I heard some of - the fellows
iscuss you and what a low down trick
that was. You had better retract that

Bdl Lanktan.

7

After The Wind
By JACK BOBBITT
Vvpt trv writinc a column on a bus? From Lockport to Erie? With
some thirty characters telling yociers all around you? And one of the
..
. u:.. atiuoa
hnnnrp, ann nn ci'
i
Li
....-i- .
i
aiau., nhtnnir v.b-lower scaie warmers anting
remarks,
characteristically
Hayden
as
and,
mouth
his
an apple in
easy.
ain't
Yeah?
it
Well,
."
piglet
like
.
.
roast
a
remarkably
"looking
bus.
such
a
On
column.
a
write
Or
piglet.
like
a roast
To look
YpcqiV! That Men's Glee Club gets around like a ferris wheel.
A flywheel. Make it a 'flywheel. Everyone knows how they get
arming Ymincrstown. New .Kennington. Butler. Niagara Falls, Lock
port, Erie, and Cleveland. Although it was at Niagara Falls that we
really shone. Went over the rails, in peacn Dasneis. oi guys,
rvarh Kaskpts No tons. A terrific procession. Everyone singing How
Long Have I Got To Linger 'Till I Die. And Modlish, leading the
crouching in his basket and yelling, "From your diaprocession
phragms, men! Sing from your diaphragms!" Merely as a point for
the record, we were terrific. How many guys have ever gone over
Niagara Falls in a peach basket? No top . . .
Rut thpn. there's alwavs the Women's Glee Club to be con
sidered. From one angle and another. Or what have you. Because the
gallies have been capering about in the West; and we, in the East.
And, of course (as if you couldn't see this coming), that brings in an
interesting point. Wouldn't it be nice if we could caper together.
Provocative thought, that . . . Hmmmm?
Although it was in Pittsburgh that the bitter blow fell. We're
And guess who's
nodding drowsily through the
squarely behind
tabloid
mentioned
smirking at the public. With ye
Doug, the
himself.
Thespian
old
him. The Histrionic Hero. The
He of the
buddy-buddall
the
of
The old
unapprecihe's
that
Not
sunglasses.
the
Missouri meerschaum. And
but let's not transplant him into the wrong
ated as a military man

u.

t-h-

pu"

a

---

ing

in your next issue or the voice.

I couldn't help but put you

to yourself. Big people say big things.
Do unto others as you would have

themdo to your I'll be looking for

...

Sun-Telegrap-

0

I)

e
had Better save your race.
Good bye now.
A former Wooster

issue, you

t

Grad

Our Critic Replies
Isn't it a sign of some kind of dis
tinction when you begin to get anonymous and threatening letters? Maybe
m on my way!
But I'm a little weary of adolescent
minds that demand not only total
ut ecstatic approbation of anything
,

they consider good. Criticism sinks
now indeed when it becomes nothing
but the art of praise. When we claim
perfection, we cease to have growth
and improvement. To those of you
ho know these things, I apologize
for stating the obvious, but our
"former Wooster grad," whom I
trust will never officially represent
any of our alumni clubs, seems not
to have been exposed to such heresy.
(He seems not even to have been
exposed to a good course in spelling!)

Mac-Arthu- r.

khaki-character-

retraction in the next

he

h.

y

wise

s.

...

field.

But to turn from the ridiculous to the slime, let us tell you about
canary. That was be
the canarv we met on the trip. A
Anyways, this
Goose
grease.
fore the goose grease. Hmmmm? Sure!
smeared on
and
canary was bald, boys; and so I got some goose grease
beautiful
the
most
and the next thing I knew, there was
his head
terrific
is
Boys,
that goose grease
crop of feathers you ever did see.
stuff. And, incidentally, your concert was lovely . . .
used-to-be-ba- ld

...

My reviews are, quite candidly,
my own opinion formulated with
aid from
considerable unrewarded
Freeman S. Howlett, Horticulture; Stuart Buchanan, Radio; Ralph Gillman, School Music; T. F. MacDonald, Law and Public Admy own severest critic. Differing
ministration; Dr. E. W. Tillotson, Chemistry.
opinions are anybody's privilege, and
'
and the University of Florida. Here's I'd like to hear any of them, spoken
M. W. Nichols, who is now an As- Horticulture, Forestry
MORE ON
But just one more thing
sistant Professor of Social Problems
An expert in the fields of horti a man with the answers to your ques or written.
Besides a welcome rest spring vacation
also sign their letters . . .
people
Great to be back
big
at Western Reserve University, has culture and forestry, Freeman S. tions about what goes on in Radio.
ready fire two!
brought us three sets of newlyweds. Best wishes and congratulations to
Okay,
I'm
previously done field work in a num(Continued from Page 1)
Howlett is a veteran member of Woos
Mr. and Mrs. Tack Holroyd. Mr. and Mrs. Richard Graham and Mr.
Pat Henderson
ber of sfates. She comes to Wooster
Exporting and Foreign Language
and Mrs. Richard Lawhead . . . March came in like a lion and went College, , her master's degree at the with a wealth of experience in the ter s Experiment Station stair. Both
Exporting and foreign language
out like a lion. It rather looks like someone is alyin'. Probably that old University of Iowa, and the doctor's practical aspects of social work.
his B. S. and Ph. D. degrees he re vocations is the specialty or Miss
War Hysteria
proverb. Happy April, anyhow . .' .
degree at the University of Southern
ceived from Cornell University and Dorothy Kimmel, Export Sales Man. Dear Editor,
GLAD GRADS: In case any of you seniors have forgotten,
'
Her major fields of 8tud; Art
he held the National Research Coun aeer and Managing Director of
This is war hysteria. Not a very
any uay
you can get your caps ana gowns in me oouKsiure iur
Lempco
Cleveland
Inc.,
International
PsvchoIgy
are
and
SPeech
thing is it? It clutches at your
,
1946,
During
Prayer,
Week
of
1932-33week-every- body's
an
pretty
cil Foreign Fellowship in
now. They were going like hot cakes earlier in the
Miss
Kimmel
Strictly
Ohio
girl,
an
il- exhibition
grips your mind. It's a little
and
of
Bibles
and
ancient
heart
She has directed speech clinics in
when he attended the John ' Innes
eager! . . Congratulations to Mel Snyder and Charlie Croghan, re- graduated
State
1927
Ohio
from
in
fly
The more you struggle
held
here
ke
uminated
was
paper.
manuscripts
cently elected alumni secretaries for the class of 1948 . . . Rheem Heg- - Nebraska, Washington and Ohio. In
Horticultural Institution and Uni- and was a translator for Goodyear
T)
.....
the
it entangles you. It's
belonged
c
l
collection
1..
more
with
.v.
i
The
it
.11
on
campus.
j
r
nave u an ngureu uu rugui uuw its umy u, addition she haj haJ experience in
ner ana tuma yavis
London.
versity
of
first
jobs
and
her
Firestone
for
out
and very dan
emotional
lettersticky
and
Ege,
authority
F.
Otto
on
to
an
days until graduation. They 11 have it down to hours
and one-thir.
college
of
she
became
as
in
1930
pubI,c
ools
Not
only
bookmak-ing- .
Kansas.
with
brings
it it's flood of
in
fine
manuscripts,
ing,
and
It
gerous.
of Macmillan's Modern
nrettv soon . . . Lots of luck to Tern Coleman who's in charge of the
with
sociated
her
company
present
propa
propaganda,
Week
Career
and
the
suspicion
Com
has
This
Mrs.
Irwin
articles
written
year,
for
Prx1rr Tim notroant- Fruit Production, he is a member of
recently
became
and
managing
di
resist.
to
which
tries
consultant
be
has
asked
him
ganda
one.
mittee
to
ODDS and ENDS: Kenny Nouse made a funny in religion class professional journals, but she has also
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Vocational Experts Assemble On Hill to Offer Practical Advice

Boondogglers Plan Twilight Meet;
Schedule Band Dance For Finale

of

By CHUCK WILLIAMS

Season Tlinrdny

The Boondogglers' Bounce is all set to go with a twilight track
meet and dance on April 17. But before anyone jumps to conclusions,
an explanation of the terms, Boondogglers, is in order. Webster would
have us believe that a Boondoggler is one who engages in useless or
frivolous activity. But as far as the Wooster Way of Life is con'
cerned, Webster is all wet. The Boondogglers are members of a club
.

who have qualified for membership
by running over 200 mile
the
equivalent of a hike from here to
Chicago on the track or ' cross
country teams.
The Boondogglers is a relatively
new organization on the hill. In fact
it was first mentally parboiled last
fall during the cross country season. .Several fellows thought of the
idea while ' coming in on the third
mile of a scheduled four mile practice run. Boondogglers was decided
upon as the club's name while leaf-

Br LARRY PIPES

Wooster 'a horsehide merchant
open their 16 game schedule next
Thursday on Severance turf with
Fenn of Cleveland offering the opposition. Ashland follows the Fenn
nine to the Hill Saturday after-

Is the Word
of the Week

noon, thus assuring Coach Art Murray's proteges a very busy week. Both
the Fenn and Ashland nmn K
been scheduled for 2:30.

Ministry
From the Colgate-RochestDi
vinity School comes Oren H. Baker,
who is dean there. Dr. Baker was
professor of Social Ethics and Pas
toral Counseling at
r
from 1935-194and served 15 years
before that in active pastoral ministry.
His Ph.B. degree was earned at Deni- son University, his B.D.gatrred-- f
an3Sb received a
Ph.D. from the University of Chicago. Dr. Baker has developed a special interest in the applications of
modern psychology to the work of the
ministry, and has written several articles dealing with psychology and religion, religion and health, and religion in relation to economics and
politics. He is very active in teach
ing work at pastor's retreats and sum- it - conferences - in - various - states,
notably the national Northern Baptist Assembly at Green Lake, Wisconsin, and has contributed much to the
social work of his community. Dr. Baker has been a member of the Commission on religion and health of the
Federal Council of Churches for
Christ since 1942, and is a leader
conferences of physicians and
nurses who are interested in the re
lation of religion to the ministry for
sick; He was the editor of the Col
er

Colgate-Rocheste-

5,

First 100 miles Qualifies Boondoggler

Colgate-Rocheste-

for "Voice of Turtle"
To be a member of this club, one
must have a good set of legs (no,
girls, you're not eligible) and clear
a few other minor obstacles, the first
of which is running 100 miles. This
accomplishment gives you only "The
Voice of the Turtle."
After your 200th mile can't you
just feel the charley horses you are
qualified to become a harrier and an
active member of the club. By doubling this 200 miles to 400 youv are
eligible to become an officer.
But wait, we aren't through running yet. For' just another measly
100 miles you are in line for the
"Order of the Marathon." All these
miles must be run in scheduled meets
and practices. Therefore, it is the
amount of effort you put forth that
.

achieves Boondoggler membership.
The members of the club are President Bill Campbell, Secretary and
Treasurer Sy Satow and Bill "Blue
Grass" Monroe, Stan Siders, and Bill
Johnston with Coach Munson as club
advisor. AH the members except Sy
Satow have over 350 miles to their
credit. Sy has about 1680 laps (420
miles) what a popular man he must
be behind him,
The Boondogglers' primary purpose in organizing this club is to interest fellows in long distance running and track events. They have
already inaugurated their program
by purchasing 12 films, each showing different phases of track and
field events. These films are to be
used to illustrate the correct procedure for various track and field,
events. The films will cost in the
neighborhood of 545.
The Boondogglers were given an
assist in purchasing these films by a
certain anonymous gentleman, who
agreed to help ' pay' for the films by
giving one hundred dollars for three
would
years if the Boondoggle
take it upon themselves to raise the
other 245 lettuce leaves.
The club has taken its first step
(Continued on Page 4)
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At first base letterman 'joe Lane
and Wib Cristv are battling it mi
(Doggone that little old preposition)
Lane must be given a slight edge be
cause of his varsity experience. Neither of the two has revealed any real
batting power in the few chance ac
corded them at the plate thus far.

Dentistry

Representing the field of den- tistry for Career Week will be Dr.
William L. Wylie, who is dean of
the School of Dentistry at Western
Reserve University. Dr. Wylie re
ceived his undergraduate training
at Valparaiso University, and com
pleted requirements for his D. D. S.
at Northwestern. He had been at
Western Reserve since 1922, and became dean in his school in 1937. Dr.
Wylie is a member of numerous pro
fessional organizations, including the
American Dental Association, Inter
national Association for Dental Ren
search, and the Omicron Kappas
Honorary Dental Society. He
has also written for several profes
sional publications.
Up-silo-

Roger R. Clouse, assistant vice
president of the Federal Reserve
Bank of Cleveland, joined the bank
as its secretary on July 1, 1943.
MORE ON . . .
Prior to that time he had been
acting director of the Office of
Civilian Defense, Fifth Region, and
(Continued from Page 1)
Kingdom, Rachel Lloyd and Mary for eight years previous to that was
Salter; Canada, Jane Mcintosh, engaged in the practice of law with
Martha Jones and Dotty Dayton; the Cleveland firm of Garfield, Bald
Mexico, Frank and Julia Condit; win and Vrooman.
Central American Republics, Betty
Since 1937 Mr. Clouse has been inJane Reif and Jean Archer; Brazil, structor in Business Law at Western
Bentley Duncan and Jack Nygaard; Reserve University. His degrees in
Venezuela, Demetrio Boersner and clude: B. S., College of Wooster,
Dick Frothingham; Argentina, Mar- 1929; M. B. A., Northwestern Uniian Loehlin and Martha Wiggins; versity Business School, 1931; J.' D.,
Poland, Mary Sterrett and Bob Clark. Northwestern University Law School,
Yugoslavia, Al Spritzer and Al 1934. In June, 1946, he was graduHjerpe; Czechoslovakia, Betty Dodds ated from the Graduate School of
and Ruth Langerman; Saudi Arabia, Banking conducted at Rutgers Uni
Art Villwock and Lloyd Vandersall; versity by the American Bankers As
Egypt, John Glatz and Dick Nelson; sociation.
Active in the American Institute of
Iran, Marjorie Marker and Lois Lyon;
Lebanon, Guy and Pat Ewing; Nor- Banking during the last four years,
way, Sylvia Reese and Betty James; Mr. Couse since June, 1946, has been
Richard Poethig and Educational Director of Cleveland
Netherlands,
Joyce Jarman;
Belgium
Barbara Chapter, A. I. B. He is a past presl
Walls and Jim Bidle; India, Jack dent and director of the Cleveland
Wallace and Bill Campbell; Philip- Chamber of Commerce andys interested in a number of civic activi
pine Islands, Don Bell and Tom
Siam, Betty Sperling and Mir ties.
iam Fleischer;
Homer
Australia,
Thrall and Ameila Leiss; Greece, Sam Psychology
Vuteakis .and , Isabella Thompson;
As consultant in the field of clinical
Turkey, John Compton and Marjorie psychology and psychiatrics, Dr.
Yaple; and Korean delegation, Ed Richard E. Stout of Cleveland will
Cheatham and Donna Bonholdt.
present one of'the topics included in
.

UN Assembly

n;

J

0

J. S. Stanforth, Publishing; Roger R. Clouse, Banking; Dr. Oren
Medicine.
the general category of medicine.
Public School Administration
As a practicing psychiatrist, Dr.
Stout has gained wide reputation. Not
all his energies are turned toward his
private practice, though, for Dr. Stout
is neurological consultant at St. Alexis
Hospital and instructs neurology

Accounting '
Representing the field of Account
ing for this year's Career Week will
be Louis C. Weiss, of Cleveland. Mr.
Weiss is a Certified Public Accountant, and is a partner in Ernst 8t
Ernst, a National Accounting Orwith main offices
ganization
in
Cleveland. He is a member of the
Ohio State Board of Accountancy,
and is a trustee of the College of
Wooster. A son, Arthur, is a member of the. junior class here.
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Marian Loehlin Wins
Honorable Mention
Marian Loehlin, senior at the College, recently won an Honorable Mention rating in the nation wide comScholarpetition for the
Pepsi-Col-

a

ships.

,
.

LEATHER

The GIFT CORNER

yJ

Pierce Shows Well at PLtte
The bespectacled Frank Pierce has
proved a very enjoyable surprise. In
four of seven appearances at bat he
has put the good wood to the ball,
and two of the four hits were doubles.
(Continued on page 4)
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tlothtt."

Or

Journalism
Public School Administration will
With a B. A., a history major, and
experience on the Voice staff, Mrs. be 'represented in Career Week by D.
Jean Lawrence stepped into the ed- P. Bodenbender, superintendent of
itorial dpartment of the Cleveland the Wooster City schools. Mr. BodenPlain Dealer after graduation from bender received one year of training
Wooster in 1942. Better known to at Defiance College, then took his
Woosterians as Jean Smeltz, she Bachelor's degree in education at the
brings to the campus an
same place. He went on to earn an
picture of journalism, its ups M. A. in school administration and
and downs, and hints on how to "get supervision at the University of Michinto the field without formal training igan, and continued special work in
elementary supervision there. He has
had much experience as both a teacher and supervisor, working for two
years as teacher in a country grade
school, then serving as teacher of
junior-higsubjects and principal in
the Putnam County school system.
While in that county, he also, acted
as athletic director and coach of the
Continental high school. Mr. Bodenbender has since. then been superintendent of schools in Swanton,- - Ada,
and New London. He is a member
of the Ohio Education Association,
The Ohio Superintendent's Association, and of the National Superintendent's Association.

WASTE BASKETS

lire la dry your

of Cleveland was comused in the position in the last
pleted, Dr. Holmberg served as Flight squad
game.
Surgeon in the 8th Air Force for
The outfield candidates include
letterman Jim Kennedy, Frank Pierce.
three years.
Rusty Roush, Menelaos Syrios, Fid
Crowe, John Lloyd, and Dick Snoddy
when not pitching. Kennedy has hit
Library Science
the ball well in the two practice
games, nor has Snoddy disappointed
at the pay-of- f
station.
sity Hospital

h

DESK, SETS

"tut I mod that barrel to make a

-

i

excellent student,
Marian's
home is in Punjab, India. She is a
member of the Phi Beta Kappa, and
also a member of the International
Relations Club, the Spanish Club
and the Dominoes..
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D. P. Bodenbender

An

fcsv

Second Base offers Three-wa- y
Struggle
Second base offers a ding-don'drag 'em out to the finish' struggle
among Jim Weygandt, Don Fry, and
Tom Wiener. Weygandt, of course,
clubbed his way to a letter and a .350
batting average last season. Don Fit
has been the fielding wizard of the
H. Baker, Ministry; Dr. W. L. Wylie, Dentistry; Ralph Holmberg,
team in its two intra-squagames
and has shown a good eye at the
plate. Witner is the dark horse of
Printing and Publishing
Medicine
g
the three. In
Thirty years in the field of com
the pill
s
and others interested in for
four hits out of nine appearmercial printing and publishing form
the practical background from which careers in medicine will confer with ances to the dish in the two squad
Dr. Robert E. Holmberg, Chief Resi- games, Witner has sported the sec
Mr. J. B. Stanforth will speak.
After receiving a degree in journal dent in Surgery at St. Luke's Hospital, ond most potent warclub on the team.
ism from Bethany College in 1917, Cleveland.
There is little to choose between
Mr. Stanforth studied in Tennessee
Clyde Met and Ed Ztemke at the
Graduating from Wooster in 1935
and Hiram. Working as foreman in
hot corner. Both have fielded well
Dr;
Holmberg was a varsity track but have
commercial printing shops prepared
done little at the plate. At
him for ownership of the Home man and was awarded his doctor's shortstop Slick
Gaver holds forth.
Printing Company in Canton.
degree from Western Reserve in 1939. A long ball hitter, Gaver is always a
When his interneship at the Univer- threat at the platter. Witner can also
Medical Technology
g,

classes at Western. Reserve University.

Banking

It's anybody's guess as to what
th opening day lineup will be. Sprinr
Vacation retarded baseball oper
ations, and the two Finnegan-Yan- negan squad games have put the
last on comparatively few candi
dates. There still remain at least two
diamond hopefuls for each position.
Nobody would be surprised if M- ney "just call me Daddy" Boaadc
emerged aa the Steve Canyon of
Wooeter's tribe of the Nine. After
disappointing season in 1947 Bo-ack has begun to hit the ball often
and welL His first blast was a rousing
triple which lit (so what if it did
alight) on the bank in right field.
The drive just did lack the "legs" so
land in home run territory. If Bo- sack's bum knee holds oat, he m an
excellent bet for the catching berth.
Pushing this
e
letterman
hard are Vern Tucek and Jack McDowell. Tucek is undoubtedly the
Happy Easter" of the Scots tribal
nine. The personable Vern has been
around the baseball wars a long time
and handles himself well. Although
McDowell is a new comer to the re
ceiving ranks, he has shown plenty

Quarterly,
and is the author of Albert W.
World Christian, a study in the
genius of a pastor, which was pubgate-Rochest-

'
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word just to show that there are no
inhibitions on the subject.
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Mrs. Ruth Drummond
All who are interested in becom- ing Medical 1 echnologists will
have an excellent opportunity to
become more familiar with the
openings in the field during Career
Wek. Mrs. Ruth Drummond, the

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

Registrar of the Registry of Medical
Technologists at Muncie Hospital iri
Muncie, fndiana,, will be here with the
main purpose of making those who
are interested more familiar with the
requirements- - in "this, "prof essibry "A1-'- "
though - not a -- Technologist herself,
Mrs. Drummond . has acquired,
through her work, considerable
knowledge of the field. She has written numerous booklets And pamphlets
in connection with her present position.
Mrs. Drummond was formerly the
Director of the Chicago Collegiate
Bureau of Occupations, a counselling
and placement service for women
college graduates.
As a citizen of Muncie, Mrs,' Drummond is very active. She holds membership in the Women's Gvic Council
of Muncie, and she works on the
Committee of the Y.W.CA

With Humphrey Bogart and
Walter Huston

--

Y-Te-

en

2

FEATURES
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"Treasure of
Sierra Madre"
Helen M. Focke

,

ALSO

Also coming from Western Reserve
University rwill;;; Helen M. Focke,
associate professor of Library Science. Majoring in chemistry at Western Reserve, and then taking a master's degree in geology at the same
university, Miss Focke held the po
sition of assistant in those science de-- .
partments before obtaining her li
brary degree. She has also worked in
the Technology
Division of the
Cleveland Public Library and- - as librarian at Case Institute of Tech
nology until 1947.. Miss Focke is the
present president of' the Cleveland
chapter of the Special Libraries As
sociation, and is chairman of the
Subscription Book Committee of the
American Library Association.

"Glamour Giri"
With Gene Krupa
'

SUN, MON, TUES.
The Academy Award Picture
Gregory Peck,
Dorothy McGuire and
John Garfield m
.

Gentlemen's Agreement
WED. and THURS.
John Mills, Valerie Hobson m

Great Expectations'
A STORY BY CHARLES

MCKNV

ALSO

MARCH OF TIMS
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MORE ON
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Flan Section Serenade Contest

Baseball

Bulletins

(Continued

The Graduate Record Examination
U offered Mar 3 at 1:30 P. M.
and Maf 4 at 8:13 A. M. Candidate!
must fill out application forms at the
Registrar's Office not later than noon
April 13. Charge for the examination
is 3.00, payable on the day of the

will

test
Sophomore men are wanted by the
Jewel Tea Company for summer
work. A few of the men so employed
will be designated for college scholarships which the company provides
for the junior and senior years. Further information about the opportunity may be secured in the placement office. At a later date a repre- itative of the firm will be here to
candidates. Sophomores in- sted should leave their names with
Patterson at the Placement Of- -

MrAFred Page of the Goodyear
Tire oA Rubber Company, Akron, will
be on the campus on Wednesday,
April 28, to interview senior men
and also juniors who wish to secure
placement
concerning
information
should
Candidates
with his company.
Mrs.
Patter
with
make appointments
son.

wanwjNiro

from Page 3)

Crowe has also looked good with the
willow. Roush has plenty of hustle
and can really run that ball down
in the pastures. And both Syrios and
Lloyd will be serious factors in the
final garden pickings.
In the pitching department hold
over lettermen.Ed Borowy and Dick
Snoddy are rarin' to go. Borowy has
not revealed enough control as of
yet, but plenty of mound duty should
remedy that. Snoddy looked good, in
his one outing and still seems to be
the control pitcher of old.

Herbie Benson, Lennie Roof, Jim
Weygandt, and Willie White are all
back from last season's hill corps.
Benson has looked exceptionally good
in allowing but one hit in five innings, and seems to possess the control
which was lacking last year. In Wed
nesday's squad game Roof chucked
three scoreless innings, and Weygandt hurled two hitless innings.

pi mm

vmtmc-vm:--

,

1

Jim
Newcomers Rog Johnson,
all
have
Shafer
Lowell
Craven, and
displayed plenty of stuff while on the
hill. Both Johnson and Shafer have
pitched three scoreless innings, while
Craven has done the same in a single
frame.

That's the story. It'll be Wooster's
Tribe of the Nine against Fenn next
Thursday at 2:30.

.
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FRESH FILM
Eastman and An$co

E
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Now available in all sizes' to
fit all cameras. -

u.
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Tommy Van Plays
For Interclub

fifteen, he has retained interest in
Witnesses
the art of piano-playinat his concert two weeks ago will affirm his position as master of that
keyboard, too. We may look for anrecital October
other
g.

all-Beethov-

en

16.

Ever since student days, Mr. Gore
has been "dabbling" in composition.
One verse of his "Let God Arise",
which has become familiar to Woos
ter ears, placed first in a contest
for church music The maestro mod
estly explains that this honor only
of the
amplifies the poor-qua- lity
other 79 contributions!

Another incident of national rec
ognition for this musician was precip
itated by a "controversial article" he
wrote for the Christian Century, the
subject being the place of Bach in
church music. The article was reviewed in Time, and repercussions
are still pursuing Herr Professor.
Most of the reactions have been com

ent as chaperones. Corsages are the
order of the evening.

cal life. In this way. everv music
major naturally follows an independ
ent study plan.

138 E. Liberty

Professor Gore is an accomplished
vegetable gardener and culinary ar
tist. Fine baking in the bread and biscuit line is his specialty, and he has
expressed his willingness to teach a
course in that field, if the demand
warrants it. We think the addition of
such a liberal art to the curriculum
would reinforce Wooster's 80
pol
icy or don't men travel on their
stomachs out of uniform?
Commends Bob Lawther

rock-heade-

d

CT--

Tu

SplZr'

JZ,0

--

East North Street

Each Good One.

iiusnorr diiogs
Wooster Hotel BWg.

Chambrays, Ginghams, Cords and Gabardines.

Special Cakes

Junior ancTlisses' Sizes

Cherry Tarts and

BEULAH BECHTEL

Delicious Rolls

PUBLIC SQUARE

Fashion of Distinction

Moore Bakeries
Tel. 160

Shoes for Ken and Women
New styles in best quality, combined
with expert fitting.

Brenner Bros.

Come in and see them.

Quality Clothes for
Men and Boys

A SISTER

SHOE STORE

Zelan Jackets

Dreary
Washdays. Are

5.95

Now That Spring Is Here .
Picture Taking Time Reigns Supreme
'

Buy Black and White

Koda CHROME and Koda COLOR
ALL SIZES

' 12.50

AT

SNYDER'S STUDIO & CAMERA SHOP
EAST LIBERTY at BEVER STREET

Banished!
Just bring your soiled
clothes to our
laundry. We
ll
necessary laundering materials at a
nominal charge.
self-servi-

ce

sup-plya-

"

The New
3-W-

They are washed,

i

rinsed 8C ; damp-"dne- d
perfectly. And your
hands never touched
the water!

ay

RAINCOAT

$1795
So you'll
1

be-

-

"Singing1 fn:therTam'
...

.,. p.

Fine quality Rayon Gabardine. Exceptionally smart and wearable.
Ideal for rain or shine. Detachable
Hood. Grey, Beige and Black.
Misses' Sizes.

FREE BEAUTY
.

For CAMPUS WEAR

Tasie Treats

Blue-Gree- n

PRINTS

Whopper Size!

SKonotwu'

COTTON FROCKS

New Spring Styles and
new popular shades of
Tan, Gray,
and Two Tone combinations. All zipper models.

.In an additional 25
minutes- - you can.
completely dry your
clothes in our automatic driers.

DEVELOPING OF
ALL ROLL FILM

U o Tittts mors nAtfs,

Water Repellant

RECREATION

y

If

--

Fresh Orangeade ;
"THE SHACK"

A half hour later you
remove your clothes
from the Laundromat.

-

c'"S

Fresh Lemonade

Moore

WOOSTER

X

Fee Young Men

The prize of Gore's organ pupils, one
Jack Carruth, was on campus recently to participate at the console in
the "St. Matthew Passion".
Asked for his theories of musical
education, Mr. Gore replied that in
the past, the student has become too
much a replica of his teacher and
has done little of his own thinking.
The college experience should be a
series of contacts with various types
and periods of music, followed out
and explored by the pupils themselves, and enlarged by personal in
vestigation to develop a "rich" musi-

In addition to his musical prowess,

Commenting on the Gum Shoe of
last week, Mr. Gore wistfully re
marked that he wishes that his stu
dents at the Conservatory could do as
well as Bob Lawther in composition.
It seems, also, that his best theory student was a geology major. You' tern-- .
peramental musicians had best look
out. 'cause it sounds as if even the
people can be sensitive

r.

AND

Sounding a rather flat A as a note
on which to end, we are looking forward to the pleasant variety of musi
cal events Mr. Gore plants to bring
mendatory, but a few have chal- us in the
future, wondering all the
lenged his statements or the right to while
at the versatility of a eenius
make them. From Philadelphia, one who likes his
standards high.
angry reply began. "Before you go
to hell, permit me . . ."! The letter is
a prized possession.

FREE

Pay Only for

ed

'

TuOeansi

Deparlmenl

1

'

-

non-veteran- s.

Obe-rammerga-

Track
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(Continued from Page 3)
by scheduling a twilight
By Mary Ann Early
track meet between the freshmen and
Tonite, I say to myself, I am really going to accomplish some varsity performers on the track team.
thing! Not only am I doing my washing, I am preparing for the five The track meet gets under way at
V
classes I have tomorrow.
6:00 P. M. on April 17; it is the
first and only twilight meet of the
the
because
prolonged
of
talkative
at
dinner,
Righ after
crew
head table, I charge down the hill, leap lightly up the three flights season.
of stairs to my room and collapse on the bed, a physical wreck.
The dance which follows will be
held from 8:30 to 11:30 P. M. in the
Since my roommate is pending the
evening at the lib, I supposedly have paragraph. One thing leads to an gym with music furnished by Howie
our quarters to myself what a joke other and the bull session lasts until Simon and bis band. For all this it
costs you only 1.23. In the event
that is. Someone comes up to borrow two or three.
you're able to attend only the track
a book and stays for an hour's gab
Finally, unable to prop our scar;
meet, your pocketbook will be set
session. An excited fellow resident
optics open another secback only 35c.
dashes in to borrow my evening slipond, we decide on bed. This is a
pers and rhapsodize about that wongood idea, only we haven't done
The best part of the whole deal
derful man who asked her to the sec
yet in the way of preparation for is that all the proceeds go toward
tion formal. Other people, hearing those subsequent classes. "Oh well,"
paying for the Olympic films which
..... i
A&vtSCi
voices, drift in and here it's nine
says some wit by way of rationaliza will benefit you by producing a beto'clock, and me with five classes yet
tion, "he probably won't call on me ter Wooster track team in the seaCourtesy Wooiter Daily Record
to go.
anyway, so what's the use?" We slide sons to come. So let's all boom the
Robert Meeker and Bruce Love head the MSGA Planning Committee
pen
sharpen
solid
hour,
For
I
a
up the bannisters and "knit up the Boondoggle' Bounce. Don't forget
in charge of the Intersection Serenade Contest to be held tonight in
shuffle
my
notebook,
clean
my
cils,
raveled sleeve of care" so we can cir
April 17 at 6:00 P. M. for the
Scot Auditorium at 8:00 P. M.
books and generally get things ar cumnavigate the vicious cycle for the twilight meet and 8:30 P. M. for
fall of that year were the happiest
ranged efficiently and then it's ten next twenty-foudancing.
moments of the musician's life. He
o'clock. At ten o'clock its absolutely
was drafted into service at a war
imperative to repair to the smoker
factory, the Railway Signal Company
and catch up on the day's news.
in Rochester, New York, testing
the in
On Saturday night, the Interclub (Not the Sohio reporter, but
equipment at the same table with
gathered
from
have
just
who
Council will present its annual for- mates
Bob Sprinkle, first oboeist of the
and
Shack,
Union
day
the
at
mal dance. This year Tommy Van's a hard
Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra.
student
interest.)
places
of
band will play for the "Sweet and other
Quoting Mr. Gore, it was most pleasSouthern" affair which is .being held
Air is well until someone starts to
ant, because "If a nut was no good, in the
gym from 8:30 'til 12:30. Pres- shuffle thiTardsrThat means bridge
it could be thrown away!"
ident Lowry, Mrs. Lowry and Mrs. and since there is nothing better than
Heads Music Department at Wooster Golder will be the guests of honor, a friendly little game, we play for
Wooster called in September, 1945,
Serving under Loma Davis, gen a couple of hours.
and Professor Gore took "Pappy" eral chairman, are the following girls:,
At twelve we all decide that since
Rowe's place as head of the depart- Dotty
Weiss,
decorations; Betsy we have to get up at 6:30 in order
ment of music. For the future here, Cowles, programs; Barb Bowen, invito sit down to that "meal which men
he is planning a complete perform- tations; Margy Miller, orchestra;
Jo call breakfast", better we should get
the Bailey, advertising.
ance of Handel's "Messiah",
to studying. Grabbing up books, pa
modsignificant
presentation of some
All girls in the various clubs should pers and other necessary impedimenern work, and a repeat of ."The Seaobtain their bids from the club presi ta, all apply themselves assidously for
sons", which was given last year.
dents. Mr. and Mrs. Taeusch, Mr. and half an hour or so till someone hits
Although the organ has been Mr. Mrs. Young, Mr. and Mrs. Oldam, on a good phrase or a controversial
9 VARSITY Mooaxtosj ..
Gore's main instrument since he was and Rev. and Mrs. Bates wil be pres--

Gore

v-v-
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MORE ON

Procrastination Blocks the Way
of Wooster's Higher Education

.

The Liberty Mutual Insurance
.
.
Company has openings in the Claims MORE ON
Department. Senior or Junior men interested in interviews should make
appointments with Mrs. Patterson of
(Continued from Page 1)
the placement office. The representa'
entino looked when Bach set the
tive, Mr. George Webb, wil be here on
pace!
Thursday, April 15.
In 1924. New York opened its
arms to the young maestro, who en
Col
and
Universities
Ohio
rolled at Columbia University. He
The
leges are cooperating with the Ohio received both his B. A. and M. A.
State Employment Service and the decrees at the liberal arts school
Veterans Division of the U. S. Em there. The "Big City" offered many
ployment Service in registering for opportunities to study all types of
placement all seniors who desire
music, and Mr. Gore took advan
Registration cards will be tage of these, learning much about
available in the Placement Office chamber, symphonic, operatic, and
from April 15 to April 22. They must church compositions. All this time, he
hi turned in to interviewers who will was continuing his studies in piano
'
be in the placement office on that and organ. Upon graduation from
day. This service is open to men and college,- he remained in New York as
women, veterans and
an instructor at New York Univer- sity.
Travels to Europe
The summer of 1934 found Mr.
The American University at Cairo
is seeking well qualified teachers to Gore in Europe. Outstanding features
fill vacancies in Chemistry, physics of his trip were the music festivals
and Mathematics. These positions at Bayreuth and Salzburg, and atare for single men with B. A. de- tendance at the Passion Play at
Two years later, he was
grees beginning next fall for a period
of three years each. Seniors inter- again abroad, this time, on the Vicested may secure further information tor Baier fellowship from Columbia.
The university of Berlin was the
at the placement office.
scene of his classroom work; further
Senior men with some knowledge
music studies were continued at the
of machinery, but with a good libHochschule feur Musik in the same
eral arts training are wanted by the
city. Between work sessions, he re- Flexible Company in Loudonville,
axed (?) on bicycle trips through
Ohio. All seniors interested should
England and southern Germany.
see Mr. Southwick.
Next stop for Mr. Gore was Mt.
Holyoke, where he joined the staff
Proctor and Gamble Distributing of instructors. The most memorable
Company in Cleveland is interested in eat from this period in his life was
senior men who are interested in sales .earning how to
It couldn't
work as a career.
have been too hard to take a tumble
with all those fair lassies present to
pick him up!
Mn interested in recreational work
In 1939, Mr. Gore accepted the
are neded by the Boy Scout organi
position of
at
zation. Mr. Howard Knepper of the
Cornell University. Here he also or
Cincinnati office will be on the camganized an a capella choir and
pus April 14 to interview candadates,
taught music history and theory.
Junior men who desire information
nowever, most ot his ettorts were
on the work are invited to the meet'
concentrated in a campaign for re
ing at Galpin Hall at 2:30 P. M.,
building the chapel organ. Foresaid
or may arrange for personal inter'
instrument was in the same state of
views through Mrs. Paterson in the
disrepair when he arrived as the one
Placement Office.
in our Memorial Chapel, but at Cornell, the rebuilding Campaign met
Calls for summer camp workers with success within a year. (How are
are available in the Placement Office. we at hinting?) The year before he
left Cornell, Mr. Gore presented a
series of fifteen recitals which in
All seniors are again reminded to eluded all
the organ works of Bach.
please bring their placement pictures
He is planning a similar series to be
to the office, as soon as possible.
presented here after the organ is re
paired.
The months from May, 1945 to the

'

Friday, April 9, 1948
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CONSULTATION

MISS DORIS RAINES
Tussy Cosmetic Consultant

LAUNDROMAT
Half-Hou-

r

Laundry

402 East Liberty St.
(REAR)
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